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Aims of the GLP
The GLP has six aims, which are to:

• help young people to understand 
their role in a globally 
interdependent world and to 
explore strategies by which they 
can make it more just and 
sustainable

• familiarise them with the
concepts of interdependence, 
development, globalisation
and sustainability

Source: Rob Unwin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interdependence, development, globalisation and sustainability will be explored further in future sessions.
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Aims of the GLP
• enable teachers to move young people 

from a charity mentality to a social justice 
mentality

• stimulate critical thinking about global 
issues both at whole school and at a 
student level

• help schools promote greater 
awareness of poverty and sustainability 

• enable schools to explore alternative 
models of development and sustainability 
in the classroom.

Source: Rob Unwin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can ask participants to Think – Pair – Share: Which ones of these do you think you are already doing? Which do you think you will find particularly challenging?
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Programme model
• Primary, secondary and special Expert Centres (ECs) are 

funded to recruit a network of partner schools, and act as 
hubs for four terms to support this network. 

• ECs provide CPD sessions on global-learning themes to 
their network of partner schools. ‘By schools for schools’, 
peer-to-peer approach. 

• Partner schools also get up to £500-worth of funding to 
access CPD from external providers through e-credits.

• Curriculum-linked resources support classroom teaching 
and whole-school global learning. Key subjects: English, 
history, geography, maths and science, citizenship and RE.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Support from Pearson team for ECsYou can incorporate Global Learning into any subject!
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Programme model: valuing progress
• Whole School Audit – this is done online 

and highlights global learning strengths and 
identifies future priorities.

• Pupil assessment tool – this is an online 
tool to assess pupils’ global learning.

There are also opportunities for teachers to 
become accredited GLP Lead Practitioners.

A school can start with no previous knowledge 
or can already have a lot of experience. The aim
is for them to progress from wherever they have
started.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Schools on the programme have a range of experience – starting to reach schools that haven’t been engaged in this kind of thing before.
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Why a Whole School Approach?
• Whole school approaches are generally advocated as good and useful 

where issues are complex and need to be supported by the whole 
school community. 

• They help ensure exposure across the school, thus allowing for more 
meaningful education for pupils. The coverage of whole school 
approaches also guards against a loss of momentum and helps 
sustain change 

• Evidence that whole school behaviour policies and practices are effective 
in bringing about change in student behaviour (Cefai et al., 2013) 

• Systematic review analysis, suggests that the use of whole school 
improvement models produces a moderate effect on overall students’ 
academic achievement. (Kidron and Darwin, 2007) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cefai, C., Cooper, P and Vella, R. (2013) ‘A whole-school approach to positive behaviour in a girls’ secondary school’. International Journal of Inclusive Education, 17, 700−13. Kidron, Y. and Darwin, M.J.D. (2007) ‘A systematic review of whole school improvement models’. Journal of Education for Students Placed at Risk (JESPAR), 12, 9−35. 
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A global learning 
school has a vision to 
develop global 
learning student 
outcomes across the 
school. This vision is 
embedded through a 
planned process, 
involving staff, pupils, 
governors and the 
wider community in 
global activities. 

Whole-school 
focus 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Developing a whole school global ethos involves:Connecting different spaces within the schoolUsing a reflective planning processBuilding relationships across the whole school community A global learning school has a vision to develop global learning student outcomes across the school. This vision is embedded through a planned process, involving staff, pupils, governors and the wider community in global activities. Global learning student outcomes are then developed, leading to outcomes relating to pupil achievement, teachers practice, behaviour and relationships, and leadership and the community. These outcomes will help to impact on the wider whole school improvement process.These are still in the process of being finalised with example outcomes shown in the following slides.
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GLP Whole School Audit: rationale

• Online audit collecting data on global learning across the whole school, 
focussing on outcomes rather than outputs. 

• It provides schools with a global learning framework to see where and 
how they can start and/or develop their practice

• Provides an embedding process for schools to follow and links to an 
individual action plan for each school

• When responses are collated it provides data on global learning in 
schools across England and impact data for the GLP
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The Whole School Criteria

EARLY DEVELOPING EMBEDDED

Whole school outcomes: Stages of development

Pupil achievement

Teachers’ practice

Behaviour & relationships

Leadership & Community EARLY DEVELOPING EMBEDDED

Whole school outcomes Stages of development

Pupil achievement

Teachers’ practice

Behaviour & relationships

Leadership & community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The criteria are differentiated into progressive stages highlighting the increasing depth of practice and moving from early, to developing, to embedded.  How you answer the questions in the audit determines whether you come out as ‘early’, ‘developing’ or ‘embedded’.
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The Whole School Framework

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give out this Whole School Framework summary table as a hand-out for reference (available as a word document).Cut this out into sections and stick the sections around the room. Ask participants to go around and tick where they think their school currently is under each criteria. This is only supposed to be their initial thoughts, they will give a more considered response back in school. You can also give people the Whole School Audit document (paper copy) for reference, so they can see what constitutes ‘early’, ‘developing’ or ‘embedded’.In plenary, remind everyone that all schools are at different stages, it is fine to be ‘early’ on everything!
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Values and SMSC

Global 
Values

Respect Fairness 

Empathy 

Diversity 

Agency 

Self-esteem 

Care 

Social 
justice 

The rule 
of law

tolerance

Individual liberty

Mutual respect

Democracy

empathy Willingness to 
tackle 
prejudice

Curiosity
Self esteem

responsibility

Honest/
ethical

enjoyment

creativity

reflectivity

Willingness to 
contribute and 
express opinions
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PAT (Pupil Assessment Tool)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New slideAs mentioned with regard to the Pupil Learning Outcomes earlier, there is a Pupil Assessment Tool that you can get access to through the GLP website that helps to measure knowledge and attitudes to global learning so you can measure progression. This will be explored further in Twilight 3
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How is it going?

• Positive feedback from schools who have completed the 
programme

• Over 3,300 schools registered (including the Expert Centres)
• Now recruiting 6th round of Expert Centres
• Good geographical spread 
• Expected mix of primary and secondary
• Mapped with 10 other awards/programmes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about highlightd form end forms and black spotsHow do the waves work?
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Feedback on the GLP

Initial evaluation feedback from GLP schools suggests 
they perceive GLP to be having most impact on: 

Raising pupils’ awareness and understanding 
of global issues

Teachers more confident to teach about global 
issues in schools. 
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Things 
develop in 
ways that are 
unexpected –
but much more 
meaningful 
than we ever 
anticipate.
Jane Yates, Armathwaite 
Community Primary School

An imaginative approach to 
the curriculum inspires pupils 
to become confident learners. 
It promotes strengths in 
pupils in writing, science, art 
and, increasingly, an 
awareness of global issues. 

Ofsted Inspection report: 
Castle Park School, 
March 2014 

Even the most disengaged students 
were involved in the class discussion.

Lilian Ogunbiyi, Head of Life Skills, Queensbury Academy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pupil engagement, progression, Ofsted
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Twilights

• Mixture of core and optional content. 
• Important to have active engagement of all participants…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Session one: introduction to the GLP (including website, what is GL and WSA)Session two: cross-curricular planning and connections with the wider world (including globalisation, interdependence, curriculum framework and planning)Session three: curriculum change/CPD/images and perceptions of development and poverty Session four: developing Global Learning in your school, including whole-school change, poverty and development and review of whole-school CPD planningSession five: (if not finished in four!) change/poverty and development 
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Other CPD

Courses are available on a whole range of topics.

Most popular courses to date have been: 
• P4C
• Global Teacher’s Award,
• human rights
• generic global learning courses
• ‘British values’ in a global context
• how to put global learning around dates/weeks 
• using puzzles or particular resources 
• curriculum-specific (especially bespoke)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
either Amnesty course or RSSA mostl(such as African post-graduates going into schools or plants and sustainability - such as Eden project) etc - niche sort of courses; ones but most of those are whole school with up to 47 teachers in one case - so very bespoke.About 28% of teachers – we would expect 50%  about £250 spend
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The Morley Academy 
Key areas of focus 

2014 – 2015

To involve students in 
visit to BSS, SA and 
widen partnership (3x3 
schools)

To develop whole 
school global learning 
CPD

To embed GL in new 
subject areas

To develop more 
community links to 
enhance GL

The Farnley Academy 
Key areas of focus 

2014 - 2015

To progress to 
intermediate level of the 
International Schools 
Award. 

To develop a 
meaningful and lasting 
partnership with a school 
abroad.

To further embed GL 
in to curriculum areas. 

Ryecroft Academy           
Key areas of focus 2014 – 2015

To carry out a staff and 
student GL audit to establish 
the ‘current state of play’ and 
a baseline for GL 
understanding.

To deliver whole staff CPD 
on the value of global learning

To investigate opportunities 
for GL to be embedded into 
the new Cornerstones 
Curriculum from September, 
2015.

The Ruth Gorse 
Academy 

Key areas of focus 
2014 – 2015

To develop community 
links to enhance global 
learning with a particular 
focus on British Values

To develop whole school 
CPD to introduce and 
engage staff in global 
learning

 To develop local, national 
and international GLP links 
to enrich the lives of all 
stakeholders.

Hillcrest Academy
Key areas of focus 2014 – 2015

To develop community links 
to enhance global learning with 
a particular focus on 
community cohesion
To develop whole school CPD 
to introduce and engage staff 
in global learning
To identify areas of the new 
curriculum to embed global 
learning themes, values and 
skills.

Morley Newlands Academy
Key areas of focus 2014 – 2015

To carry out a staff and 
student audit to establish a 
baseline for GL/British 
Values/SMSC understanding 
and to establish where these 
currently features in the 
curriculum.

To explore and begin to 
develop links with other schools 
within Leeds, the UK, Europe 
and further afield.

To investigate opportunities 
for GL to be embedded into the 
curriculum

To become a globally aware, globally active and globally inspired whole school community that strives to create a just and sustainable world.
AIMS
To create opportunities for global learning within the curriculum

To develop whole school projects which raise awareness of global issues and promote active citizenship

To foster a global learning mind-set amongst staff and students

To involve the local community in global learning projects and actions

To collaborate with schools in other countries to challenge stereotypes and promote a fair and just society.

The Gorse Academies Trust Vision
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Other Secondary Examples
Sir John Laws (Herts) ‘Education for a Changing World’  
- Pupil led activities, calendar, enrichment days

Greenfield Community College (Co Durham)
-Critical thinking and Cross-curricular planning for a coherent GL experience

Kingsford Community School (Newham)
- promoting respect, exploring identity, developing empathy and cultural   

understanding (including through ISA, MUNGA and languages)

The Academy of St Francis of Assisi (Liverpool) 
-Education for sustainability and Fairtrade

Thirsk School (N Yorks)    Queensbury Academy (Beds)
-Transition - Critical Thinking (incl P4C)
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GLP Whole School Audit: data

Data taken from June 2015:  

• 1,475 schools completed a baseline Whole School Audit 

• 93 schools compeleted a second Whole School Audit after a period 
of engagement on the programme of c. 18 months. This gives us 
impact data.
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GLP Whole School Audit: 
baseline responses 

Main reasons schools sign up to the GLP: 
• develop pupils’ interest in other countries and culture (72%); 
• develop pupils active citizenship, responsibility and voice (71%); 
• develop values in school (63%)

Almost 50% of schools registered on the GLP indicate they have not 
explicitly worked on global learning previously

Those that already involved in global learning previously use the GLP to 
complement other initiatives: 
• 48% of GLP schools already have a school link; 47% are taking 

part in the Eco Schools Award and 39% are part of the 
International Schools Award
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GLP Whole School Audit: 
GLP impact

Data from 93 schools retaking the Whole School Audit after a period of 
engagement on the programme show the GLP has had statistically 
significant impact across the whole school. In particular impact on: 
• Staff support and CPD training to support their                   

confidence to teach global learning
• Pupils’ knowledge of global themes (esp. GLP Expert Centres)
• Pupils’ developing skills through global learning activities
• Use of global learning to support literacy, numeracy and 

communication skills
• Using global learning to support pedagogy (esp. GLP Partner 

Schools)
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Linking to the new curriculum
The GLP website 
contains work from 
the subject 
associations linking 
GLP themes with 
the curriculum.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If possible, indicate on the website where participants can find ideas from the subject associations.Use this link: http://globaldimension.org.uk/glp/page/10708.The subject associations have also worked with the GLP to produce a ‘whole school progression’ document. Hand this out for reference, or show where this can be located online: http://globaldimension.org.uk/glp/page/11098.This is useful when you are thinking about what sort of activities might be useful for which level.
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http://oceans.digitalexplorer.com/resources/?resource=oa-process-factsheet

KS3 Science Exemplification 
Case Study 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of a KS3 Science Exemplification Case Study referred to on the GLP website, which relates to the following Purpose of Study in the 2014 Science National Curriculum: ‘[Pupils] should be encouraged to understand how science can be used to explain what is occurring, predict how things will behave, and analyse causes.’  Link: http://oceans.digitalexplorer.com/resources/?resource=oa-process-factsheet.Taken from Digital Explorer Frozen Oceans Key Stage 3 Science Lessons 1–3 Relates to Interdependence and Sustainability.Lesson 1: An introduction to the carbon cycle and ocean acidification, building on pupils’ prior knowledge of climate change and increased atmospheric carbon dioxide. Lesson 2: An investigation into the impact of ocean acidification on marine organisms, this lesson builds on pupils’ prior knowledge of pH. Pupils investigate the reaction between carbonates and acids. Lesson 3: Introduces pupils to zooplankton and the Arctic food web. This may be used to predict the long-term implications of ocean acidification on the food web of the ocean. This activity could be used to support the teaching of the carbon cycle.This activity would fit well within the context of teaching:Earth and atmosphere Chemical reactions – the pH scale for measuring acidity/alkalinity and indicators Interactions and Interdependence For Key Stage 2 an alternative science activity might be one on the theme of water in relation to globalisation. There are numerous water-related resources (linked to Climate Change, Water Sanitation, Rivers etc.) signposted on the www.globaldimension.co.uk website.  Also see next Slide (22) for another example.
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Much of the 
history curriculum 
provides a clear 
context for the 
current debate on 
poverty, 
globalisation and 
inter-relationships 
between the 
countries of the 
world, and helps 
pupils understand 
these issues. 

Source: DECSY / Corbis (inset)

History 
Exemplification 
Case Study. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understanding the context of why the world is the way it is today (for example, the history of colonialism and slavery) is very important.   This is an example of a KS2 or KS3 History Exemplification Case Study. These free online resources from the British Museum support the teaching of the history of Africa and the history of the British Empire. They draw on the British Museum’s collection, including illustrations, photographs, textual sources and research. They relate to: Knowledge of developing countries, their economies, histories and human geography. Knowledge of the basic elements of globalisation. http://www.britishmuseum.org/learning/schools_and_teachers/resources/all_resources-1/wealth_of_africa.aspxHuman history began in Africa millions of years ago, and contemporary Africa is often in the news. These educational resources provide a series of case studies to support the teaching of the history of Africa and the history of the British Empire. Each section draws on the British Museum’s collection, along with illustrations, photographs and textual sources, and is based on research being carried out at the British Museum. This activity could be used to support the teaching of:African CivilisationsColonial RuleThe Slave Trade Money in Africa It could be taught in the context of KS2:Where and when the earliest civilisations appearedA non-European Society around 900AD (CE)  (e.g. Benin)It could also be taught in the context of KS3: Ideas, industry and Empire, Britain 1745–1961 Challenges for Britain, Europe and the wider world, 1901 to present day End of Empire Another useful resource for looking at historic globalisation in the form of human migration to England through history, can be found at https://www.englandsimmigrants.com/ (instructions for use can be found under ‘help’).It allows you to pick a period of history and location (e.g. school) in England and find out how many migrants lived in the area at a given time in history. Though most relevant to KS3 History/Citizenship, it may also be of use to KS2 teachers.
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Teaching resources

On the GLP website, 
you can also find a 
wealth of teaching 
resources on GLP 
themes for every 
subject. The GLP 
resources page takes 
you through to the 
Global Dimension 
website.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example, from the Resources page, scroll down to the table of GLP-related topics and click on ‘Globalisation’ (third row down on the left-hand side). This will take you to some suggested background reading and further teaching resources on the topic (including listings by Key Stage and subject).You can also share again the summary documents of Global Learning resource ideas linked to the new National Curriculum, which were introduced in Twilight 1.  Here is the link: http://globaldimension.org.uk/news/item/19611.
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GLP © Crown Copyright

Both these pictures show 
children from families 
living on less than two 
dollars a day.

What do these pictures 
tell us about cash income 
as a measure of quality 
of life?

Source: Adhi Rachdian and
International Livestock Research 
Institute

Critical 
Approaches

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does the World Bank account for the cash value of having a network of grandparents, aunts and cousins to help with child care, for example, or living in a place with clean water, clean air and a beautiful natural environment? The honest answer from the Bank to such a question is that it simply does not account for these things. So, from the standpoint of the World Bank, a family living on their own farm in an idyllic valley in the Himalayas, with plenty of food, clothing and a beautiful house, may be ‘poorer’ than a family working in sweatshops and living in a slum in Mumbai.  What’s wrong with this view of poverty? What other factors should be accounted for to create a true assessment of quality of life? When people rely on traditional subsistence livelihoods, living on their own land, using their own local resources for food, housing and clothing, are they more or less comfortable and secure than when they rely on money and jobs in the modern economy? What are the benefits and risks of these two options?Image source: Schooling The World – A discussion guide. Available: http://schoolingtheworld.org/resources/educators/
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If height was proportionate to income
and a person with average income in the 
UK/US was 6 foot tall:
How tall would the poorest people be?

Source: DECSY

The richest people in the world 
(e.g. Bill Gates) would be 150 miles
high. Source: Shutterstock.com/Nikonaft

• The poorest people in the UK/US 
would be the size of coffee mugs.

• The poorest in the world would be 
less than an inch high.

How tall would the richest people be?

Source: Shutterstock.com/DenisNata

Creative Approaches

Presenter
Presentation Notes
InequalityAsk participants to guess figures before showing them. NB: The richest people have an income almost NINE MILLION TIMES bigger than the poorest. (In 1970, the richest would have been 10 miles high.)Relative poverty refers to a standard that is defined in terms of the society in which an individual lives and which therefore differs between countries and over time. An income-related example would be living on less than X% of average UK income. The concept of absolute poverty is that there are minimum standards below which no one anywhere in the world should ever fall. The concept of relative poverty is that, in a rich country such as the UK, there are higher minimum standards below which no one should fall, and that these standards should rise if and as the country becomes richer.The NASA space station is shown at 200 miles Low Earth Orbit.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The United Nations Global Survey for a better world ( http://vote.myworld2015.org ) have collected 8 million views of people around the world on the issues that matter most to them. These have helped inform the choice of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals. Activity idea: Ask people to choose their top 6 issues (this could be done as a ‘think, pair, share’ exercise where individuals, make a choice, move into pairs and then fours, trying to  agree common choices each time)Then their results are discussed and compared to the top six in the next slide and the 17 SDGs (or ‘Global Goals’) in the slide after that.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source: http://data.myworld2015.org  (Use the filters on the website to find out the results of each continent or country)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To introduce the new ‘Global Goals’ you might wish to follow the KS3 classroom activity ‘What state is the world in and where do we go from here?’ (Weblink when on GLP site)This starts by suggesting you watch the 6 minute animation introducing the goals:    https://vimeo.com/138852758And then to think up and then present ‘big ideas’ to help achieve one of the goals. Other Resources and ideas for teaching around the Global Goals are given below:Play this new Global Goals Campaign song by African artists in an assembly: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDhP41MGVCM&feature=youtu.be You might want to run some introductory activities from the Primary or Secondary School toolkits:https://clients.squareeye.net/uploads/global/resources/global-goals-pri-activity-kit.pdf https://clients.squareeye.net/uploads/global/resources/global-goals-sec-activity-kit.pdfOr to go into more depth during the week and beyond you can find 21 lesson plans for KS2 and KS3, assembly materials, posters, a comic and teacher guidance notes for The World’s Largest Lesson at: http://wlltoolkit.org/ or https://www.tes.com/worldslargestlesson/ And see the individual goal pages on the Global Dimension website for lots more teaching ideas for various subjects: http://globaldimension.org.uk/ worldslargestlesson/But why not make greater use of some of the inspiring materials and ideas by embedding them in your curriculum plans for teaching throughout the year. Think Global suggests:For Primary Schools, teaching about the Sustainable Development Goals will fit most easily into KS2 Geography (different climate zones, natural hazards, economic activity, trade, the distribution of natural resources) and KS2 Science (nutrition, health, changing environments, food chains) there are also plenty of opportunities to link to them in Maths and English as well.In secondary Geography at KS3: the themes and materials relate to: population and urbanisation; international development; economic activity in the primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary sectors; and the use of natural resources and at KS4: development; population; managing resources; climate change; sustainability; ecosystems; globalisation; economic activity. There's a great new Hans Rosling documentary 'How to End Poverty in 15 Years' at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Fj1ZpzDuXkOpportunities in KS3 Science include: nutrition; the production of carbon dioxide by human activity and the impact on climate and at KS4: Health, disease and the development of medicines; ecosystems; earth and atmospheric science; energy.In Citizenship at KS3 students can explore: the roles played by public institutions and voluntary groups in society, and the ways in which citizens work together to improve their communities, including opportunities to participate in school-based activities. At KS4 they can consider: local, regional and international governance and the UK’s relations with the rest of Europe, the Commonwealth, the UN and the wider world; human rights and international law; the different ways in which a citizen can contribute to the improvement of his or her community, to include the opportunity to participate actively in community volunteering, as well as other forms of responsible activity.
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GLP © Crown Copyright

0% 
import 
tax

15% 
import 
tax

10% 
import 
tax

20%+ 
import 
tax

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Optional) Some of the structures that keep countries of the Global South poor: trade rules and debt.The diagram on the left shows the increasing import tariffs imposed by Western countries on chocolate-related products from countries of the Global South: raw cocoa beans attract 0% tariff; cocoa butter 10%; cocoa powder 15% and chocolate 20% or more.On the right, the problem of debt, owed by the Global South to the Global North – ‘Tighten those belts’. Cartoon by Polyp http://www.polyp.org.uk/cartoons.html (with permission).Cocoa beans: Shutterstock.com/Danny SmytheCocoa butter: Shutterstock.com/Diana TaliunCocoa powder: Shutterstock.com/MadlenChocolate: Shutterstock.com/M.Unal Ozmen
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www.visitawraamba.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use this link to bring up the Awra Amba experience, homepage: www.visitawraamba.com.
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Global News

Who is this?

What country 
is she from?

What good 
news 
happened last 
week? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https-//creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/Kjell Jøran Hansen
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Global News

ThThis is Aung San Suu Kyi. 
She is from Myanmar, also 
known as Burma. She studied 
abroad and returned to Burma 
in 1988. The army was in 
power, and many people were 
killed- (her father was a 
politician who had been 
murdered in the 1940’s.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https-//creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/World_Economic_Forum
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Global News

The army put her under house 
arrest, where she spent 15 of 
the next 21 years. In 2010 the 
army refused to allow her to 
stand in the national elections, 
and fixed the result.

2 years ago the army finally 
released her, started talking 
about democracy, and on 
November 8th this year 
elections were held. Aung San’s 
party won a huge majority. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https-//creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/TotalOutNow
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Global News
The army has always been afraid of 
her, and so last year passed a law 
basically saying that if she won, she 
couldn’t become President, and also 
that they (the army) would have 1/3 of 
the seats in Parliament.

Aung San has said she will still make 
decisions for the country. One big issue 
is the Muslim Rohinga minority in the 
North- they weren’t allowed to vote at 
all, and are victims of discrimination. If 
they are given their full rights, Myanmar 
will have become a true democracy at 
last.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https-//creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/duncan_c
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Global News

Questions
Which country is this person from?
Why was she arrested?
What happened on Nov 8th?
Who are the Rohinga? 
Will Myanmar become a 
democracy?  
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What next?

Make sure your school (or schools you are in contact with) 
know about the programme and sign up at: 
www.glp-e.org.uk

If you want to talk to someone in more depth about the 
programme, please contact rob.unwin@pearson.com

http://www.glp-e.org.uk/
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Any questions?
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